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some stable models; if the body of the rule is empty, p(t)
must be true in all stable models. If p(t) is known to be
true, all rules in which it occurs negatively can be removed,
as well as all its occurrences in positive bodies. Moreover,
falsity of some atoms is determined thanks to the order in
which predicates are processed: while processing predicate
p, every atom q(t) not known to be potentially true, and such
that q precedes p, must be false in all stable models; accordingly, any not q(t) in rule bodies can be removed.
Non-stratified negation may inhibit these simplifications.
For example, for any n ≥ 0, the rule

Abstract
Mainstream systems for Answer Set Programming implement intelligent grounding to eliminate object variables from
the input program, often obtaining a propositional program
of reasonable size. However, non-stratified negation may inhibit the simplification of some rule bodies due to the lack
of knowledge on the truth of recursive atoms. Frustration is
greatest when the program is clearly locally stratified, such
as in case of numerical arguments in rule heads obtained by
increasing some body arguments; common examples are minimal distances in graphs and time arguments in planning scenarios. This paper suggests to move some arguments in predicate names, so that the declarative semantics of Answer Set
Programming is preserved, but non-stratified negation is possibly avoided thanks to symbolic rule instantiation. A proof
of concept is given in terms of Jinja templates for arguments
with a clear range.
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odd(X+1) :- X = 0..n-1, not odd(X).

defines odd numbers in the interval [0..n]. However, when
X is replaced by 0, there is no knowledge that odd(0)
must be false in all stable models, and therefore intelligent grounding produces odd(1):- not odd(0), failing
to understand that odd(1) is true in all stable models. Consequently, intelligent grounding produces odd(2):- not
odd(1), and so on. We observe that this ground program
has no recursion, in particular involving negation. In fact, it
is true that predicate odd negatively depends on itself, but
argument X is increased in rule head, and therefore every
rule produced by intelligent grounding only depends on previously produced rules. Something similar happens for planning scenarios, where many atoms have an argument representing a time step (Dimopoulos, Nebel, and Koehler 1997;
Lifschitz 2002; Dimopoulos et al. 2019).
For these cases, we propose to move some arguments in
predicate names, hence introducing the notion of composed
predicate name. The example above would become

Introduction

Answer Set Programming (ASP) is a popular language
for nonmonotonic reasoning based on stable model semantics (Gelfond and Lifschitz 1991). Mainstream ASP systems eliminate object variables from the input program by
means of intelligent grounding techniques (Kaufmann et al.
2016), possibly enhanced by magic sets in case of queries
(Alviano and Faber 2011; Alviano et al. 2019b), so that
stable model search is later performed on a propositional
program by efficient solvers like CLASP (Gebser, Kaufmann, and Schaub 2012) and WASP (Dodaro et al. 2011;
Alviano et al. 2019a). The grounding process starts by determining an order of the predicates based on head-to-body
dependencies: the grounding of a rule with predicate p in
the head needs to know the instances of any predicate q in
its body, that is, rules defining q cannot be grounded after
those defining p. When predicates are totally ordered, intelligent grounding is very efficient because each rule is processed only once. For otherwise, efficiency is achieved by
semi-naive evaluation (Ullman 1988), that is, rules that must
be processed multiple times are evaluated only for new substitutions of object variables.
Intelligent grounding simplifies the produced rules based
on the knowledge of true and potentially true atoms (Faber,
Leone, and Perri 2012). In particular, producing a rule with
atom p(t) in the head witnesses the potential truth of p(t) in

oddX+1 :- X = 0..n-1, not oddX .

Semantically, there is no difference, but pragmatically we
can now expand the symbolic program before starting intelligent grounding. We actually provide a proof of concept of the proposed idea by means of Jinja templates (https:
//palletsprojects.com/p/jinja/). Our example becomes
{% for X in range(0, n) %}
odd_{{ X+1 }} :- not odd_{{ X }}.
{% endfor %}

Experiments on computing distances in graphs and on
grounding planning instances show that this simple solution
works in practice when the range of the arguments in com-
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posed predicate names is clear and of reasonable size. On
the other hand, there is no performance gain on using the
proposed approach when the grounding bottleneck is already
eliminated via some other techniques.

2

Algorithm 1: Grounding(Π: program)
0
1 L := ∅; U := ∅; Π := ∅;
2 Let C1 , . . . , Cn be a top. order. for the SCCs of GΠ ;
3 for i ∈ [1..n] do
4
foreach r ∈ gr (def (Π, Ci )) s.t. B + (r) ⊆ U and
H(r) ∈
/ L and B − (r) ∩ L = ∅ do
+
5
B (r) := B + (r) \ L;
6
B −(r) := {p(t) ∈ B −(r) | p(t) ∈ U or p ∈ Ci };
7
Π0 := Π0 ∪ {r}; U := U ∪ {H(r)};
8
if r is a fact then L := L ∪ {H(r)};

Background

We introduce only the minimal background to present our
results, and refer the literature for details (Gebser et al.
2012). Let V , C, and P be fixed, nonempty, countable sets
of (object) variables, (object) constants, and predicate symbols. A term is either a variable or a constant, and a predicate name is a predicate symbol. An atom has the form
p(t1 , . . . , tn ), where p is a predicate name, n ≥ 0, and each
ti is a term (i ∈ [1..n]). A rule r is an expression of the form

9

α0 :– α1 , . . . , αm , not αm+1 , . . . , not αn .

return Π0 ;

and the only stable model in SM (Π1 ∪ Πdist ) comprises the
following instances of dist(X,Y,D): (a,a,0), (b,b,0),
(c,c,0), (a,b,1), (b,a,1), (b,c,1), (c,b,1),
(a,c,2), and (c,a,2).


where n ≥ m ≥ 0, and each αi is an atom (i ∈ [0..n]).
Let H(r) := α0 , B + (r) := {α1 , . . . , αm }, and B − (r) :=
{αm+1 , . . . , αn }; r is a fact if B + (r) = B − (r) = ∅. A
program Π is a set of rules. An expression (atom, rule, or
program) is ground if it contains no variables.
S
For a program Π, let gr (Π) be the set r∈Π gr (r), where
gr (r) denotes the set of rules obtainable from rule r by replacing variables with constants. An interpretation I is a set
of ground atoms, intuitively those interpreted as true. I satisfies a ground rule r if H(r) ∈ I (true head), or B + (r) 6⊆ I
(false positive body), or B − (r) ∩ I 6= ∅ (false negative
body). I is a model of a program Π, denoted I |= Π, if I satisfies all rules in gr (Π). The reduct of Π wrt. I, denoted ΠI ,
is obtained from gr (Π) by removing all rules whose body is
false. I is a stable model of a program Π if I |= Π and there
is no J ⊂ I such that J |= ΠI . Let SM (Π) denote the set
of stable models of Π.

Given a program Π, intelligent grounding aims at obtaining a subset Π0 of gr (Π) such that SM (Π0 ) = SM (Π). Intuitively, intelligent grounding simplifies rules according to
deterministic knowledge on the processed program. It assumes safety of rules, that is, every variable occurring in
a rule r must also occur in B + (r), and instantiates rules
following a topological ordering of the strongly connected
components (SCCs) of the dependency graph GΠ , that is, a
directed graph whose nodes are predicates, and having two
kinds of links: positive links from p to p0 if p and p0 occur
respectively in H(r) and B + (r), for some rule r of Π; negative links from p to p0 if p and p0 occur respectively in H(r)
and B − (r), for some rule r of Π. Π is stratified (wrt. negation) if there is no cycle in GΠ involving negative links. Π is
locally stratified (Przymusinski 1988) if gr (Π) is stratified.
To ease the presentation, a naive grounding procedure is
reported as Algorithm 1, where def (Π, Ci ) denotes the set
of rules of Π such that the predicate of H(r) belongs to
Ci . Lower and upper bounds on the set of true atoms are
stored in L and U , respectively, and processes every rule r in
def (Π, Ci ) trying to unify B + (r) with U , the atoms having
chances to be true; rules whose head is already known to be
true or whose negative body is known to be false are skipped
(line 4). Rules instantiated in this way are simplified by removing atoms in B + (r) that are known to be true (line 5),
and atoms in B − (r) that are known to be false (line 6), that
is, those not occurring in U and whose predicates belong to
already processed components. The new rule witnesses the
possibility for its head to be true (line 7), and unequivocally
determines the truth of its head if the body is empty (line 8).

Example 1. Given a graph represented by facts vertex(x)
and edge(x,y), minimal distances between its vertices can
be computed by means of the following program Πdist :
dist(X,X,0) :- vertex(X).
dist(X,Y,D+1) :- dist(X,Z,D), edge(Z,Y),
not less(X,Y,D+1), D < vertices.
less(X,Y,D+1) :- dist(X,Y,D).
less(X,Y,D+1) :- less(X,Y,D), D < vertices.

where vertices is the number of vertices in the graph, and
arithmetic is naturally interpreted. For example, given Π1
vertex(a). vertex(b). vertex(c).
edge(a,b). edge(b,c). edge(b,a). edge(c,b).

program gr (Π1 ∪ Πdist ) contains, among others, the rules
dist(a,a,0) :- vertex(a).
dist(a,b,1) :- dist(a,a,0), edge(a,b),
not less(a,b,1), 0 < 3.
less(a,a,1) :- dist(a,a,0).
less(a,b,1) :- dist(a,b,0).

Example 2 (Continuing Example 1). Let {vertex }, {edge},
{dist, less} be the topological ordering used by Algorithm 1
for instantiating Π1 ∪ Πdist . After processing the first two
components, L, U and Π0 contain all facts in Π1 . Processing
the last component requires several iterations on the rules of
Πdist ; focusing on the ground rules from Example 1, their
simplification is the following:

dist(a,a,2) :- dist(a,b,1), edge(b,a),
not less(a,a,2), 1 < 3.
dist(a,c,2) :- dist(a,b,1), edge(b,c),
not less(a,c,2), 1 < 3.
less(a,a,2) :- less(a,a,1), 1 < 3.

dist(a,a,0).
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Example 4 (Continuing Example 3). Let Π be the program
obtained from Πcdist by replacing variable D with all natural numbers. A topological ordering of the SCCs of GΠ is
the following: {vertex }, {edge}, {dist0 }, {less1 }, {dist1 },
{less2 }, and so on. Algorithm 1 on Π1 ∪ Π would produce
the following rules:

dist(a,b,1) :- not less(a,b,1).
less(a,a,1).
dist(a,a,2) :- dist(a,b,1), not less(a,a,2).
dist(a,c,2) :- dist(a,b,1), not less(a,c,2).
less(a,a,2).

Note that less(a,b,1):- dist(a,b,0) is not produced because no rule with dist(a,b,0) in the head
is ever generated. Note also that dist(a,a,2):dist(a,b,1), not less(a,a,2) is produced before
adding less(a,a,2) to L.


dist0 (a,a). dist0 (b,b). dist0 (c,c).
less1 (a,a). less1 (b,b). less1 (c,c).
dist1 (a,b). dist1 (b,a). dist1 (b,c). dist1 (c,b).
less2 (a,a). less2 (b,b). less2 (c,c). ...
dist2 (a,c). dist2 (c,a).
less3 (a,a). less3 (b,b). less3 (c,c). ...

Even if the actual grounding procedures implemented by
ASP systems are much more sophisticated than Algorithm 1,
their behavior on programs like Πdist is essentially the one
described in Example 2. This fact can be verified by instantiating Π1 ∪ Πdist with CLINGO (https://potassco.org/clingo/)
using the command-line option --text.

Example 3. The problem from Example 1 can be represented by the following program Πcdist :

All rules are actually facts because Π is stratified. Note that
no rules are produced after processing the SCC {less3 },
which however does not guarantee the termination of Algorithm 1 because Π contains infinitely many rules.

The above example suggests the need for a finite instantiation of composed predicate names in order to make their
use of practical interest. The simplest solution is to limit
the range of all variables occurring in composed predicate
names. Let range be a partial function from variables to
finite sets of constants. A rule r is (finitely) restricted by
range if B + (r) contains the built-in relation X ∈ range(X)
whenever X is a variable occurring in a composed predicate
name of r. A program Π is restricted by range if all its rules
are.
Example 5. Let range(D) be the interval [0..vertices − 1].
Below is a restricted version of Πcdist from Example 3:

dist0 (X,X) :- vertex(X).
distD+1 (X,Y) :- distD (X,Z), edge(Z,Y),
not lessD+1 (X,Y), D < vertices.
lessD+1 (X,Y) :- distD (X,Y).
lessD+1 (X,Y) :- lessD (X,Y), D < vertices.

dist0 (X,X) :- vertex(X).
distD+1 (X,Y) :- distD (X,Z), edge(Z,Y),
not lessD+1 (X,Y), D = 0..vertices-1.
lessD+1 (X,Y) :- distD (X,Y), D=0..vertices-1.
lessD+1 (X,Y) :- lessD (X,Y), D=0..vertices-1.

Program gr (Π1 ∪ Πcdist ) is essentially one-to-one to
gr (Π1 ∪ Πdist ). However, grounding composed predicate
names only, results into a stratified program, which can be
later efficiently processed by intelligent grounding.


Note that the range is expressed by D = 0..vertices-1,
a common ASP construct for integer intervals.

Composed predicate names of restricted programs can be
easily instantiated. Formally, let Π be a program restricted
by range. For a rule r of Π, let exp(r, range) be the set of
rules constructible from r by replacing X with constants in
range(X), for all variables X for which range is defined, in
all possible ways. For example, expanding

3

Composed Predicate Names

ASP is extended by allowing the use of composed predicate
names, that is, predicate symbols possibly carrying terms.
Formally, a composed predicate name has the form pt1 ,...,tn ,
where p is a predicate symbol, n ≥ 0, and each ti is a term
(i ∈ [1..n]). Definitions from Section 2 naturally extend to
the new notion of predicate name.

Let us first define a one-to-one mapping to eliminate composed predicate names. To ease the presentation, for every
n ≥ m ≥ 0 and atom ptm+1 ,...,tn (t1 , . . . , tm ) occurring
in a program Π, predicate p is assumed to be associated
with a unique arity, that is, the pair (m, n − m) . Define
tr (ptm+1 ,...,tn (t1 , . . . , tm )) to be p(t1 , . . . , tn ), and extend
tr to any expression in the natural way. In particular, tr (Π)
and tr (SM (Π)) are obtained from program Π and SM (Π)
by replacing every atom α with tr (α). Note that the (unique)
arity of p is (m, n − m) in Π, and (0, n) in tr (Π). Moreover, note that tr (Πcdist ) is Πdist , and tr (SM (Πcdist )) is
SM (Πdist ); such links are formalized by the next theorem.

lessD+1 (X,Y) :- distD (X,Y), D=0..vertices-1.

from Example 5, with vertices = 3, leads to
less1 (X,Y) :- dist0 (X,Y), 0=0..3-1.
less2 (X,Y) :- dist1 (X,Y), 1=0..3-1.
less3 (X,Y) :- dist2 (X,Y), 2=0..3-1.

Let exp(Π, range) be the union of exp(r, range), for all
rules r ∈ Π. Observe that program exp(Π, range) is finite
and without composed predicate names, hence it is suitable
for being processed by intelligent grounding algorithms.
Theorem 2. Algorithm 1 on exp(Π, range) produces a
ground program Π0 such that SM (Π) = SM (Π0 ).

Theorem 1. Let Π be a program with composed predicate
names. It holds that SM (tr (Π)) = tr (SM (Π)).
The claim above clarifies that composed predicate names
are essentially syntactic sugar from a semantic point of view.
However, we already suggested that their instantiation can
lead to programs with good properties, essentially more finegrained dependency graphs.

4

Jinja Templates and Experiments

The idea of composed predicate names can be implemented,
among other possibilities, by means of Jinja templates,
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(ENC 1 is essentially Πdist ), even if negation is stratified as
in the following program (ENC 2):

Bound to the number of nodes

d(X,X,0) :- vertex(X).
d(X,Y,D+1) :- d(X,Z,D),edge(Z,Y),D<vertices.
dist(X,Y,D):-d(X,Y,D);not d(X,Y,D’):D’=0..D-1.

Figure 1: Computation of distances in graphs by CLINGO.

or in the following program (ENC 3):

a modern and designer-friendly templating language for
Python. Jinja templates are essentially text files with statements, denoted by {% ... %}, and expressions, denoted by
{{ ... }}. Statements are used for conditionals and iterations, while expressions are used to print literal and nonliteral content. For example, distances of nodes in a graph
can be computed by means of the following template:

d(X,X,0) :- vertex(X).
d(X,Y,D+1) :- d(X,Z,D),edge(Z,Y),D<vertices.
out(X,Y,D) :- d(X,Y,D), d(X,Y,D’), D > D’.
dist(X,Y,D) :- d(X,Y,D), not out(X,Y,D).

In this case, Jinja templates are convenient also wrt. using
multi-shot computation to instantiate Πdist for increasing
values of D (API 1), even if predicates lessD are compactly replaced by a single predicate done (API 2). We also
observed no timeout using Jinja, 1709, 2201 and 1656 timeouts using traditional ASP encodings, and 1888 and 1731
timeouts using multi-shot computation.
A second set of testcases is obtained from Ricochet robots
(Gebser et al. 2015), a problem asking to coordinate robots
in a grid. For each instance, we obtained different testcases by increasing the size of the grid (for a total of
4780 testcases). Results are shown in Figure 2. The first
plot evidences that Jinja templates are very convenient if
positions of robots are represented by atoms of the form
robot_T(R,X,Y). The second plot is relative to the advanced encoding from ASP competitions, which represents
positions of robots on the two axes with different predicates
to avoid the grounding bottleneck. This encoding is not further improved by the use of Jinja templates because almost
all produced ground atoms are relevant for stable model
search. We observed 4217 timeouts with the encoding using
robot_T(R,X,Y), and no timeouts with other encodings.

dist_{{ 0 }}(X,X) :- vertex(X).
{% for D in range(0, vertices) %}
dist{{ D+1 }}(X,Y) :- dist_{{ D }}(X,Z),
edge(Z,Y), not less_{{ D+1 }}(X,Y).
less_{{ D+1 }}(X,Y) :- dist_{{ D }}(X,Y).
less_{{ D+1 }}(X,Y) :- less_{{ D }}(X,Y).
{% endfor %}

We conducted some experiments to compare the performance of CLINGO 5.3.0 (Gebser et al. 2019) on different
encodings (available on https://www.mat.unical.it/∼alviano/
experiment-kr2020.zip). Test cases were ran on an Intel
Xeon 2.4 GHz with 16 GB of memory, with time and memory limited to 60 seconds and 15 GB, respectively. The aim
of our experiments is to measure differences in grounding
time, and in particular to highlight cases in which grounding is already a bottleneck for ASP systems; the subsequent
stable model search, if applicable, was not ran because uninformative for this paper (intuitively, reordering a ground
program may lead to dramatic and unpredictable execution
times of stable model search). Hence, CLINGO was ran with
the command-line option --mode=gringo.
We first computed distances in graphs from the ASP Competition (Alviano et al. 2013), in particular from the Graceful
Graph problem. For each graph, we obtained different testcases by limiting the computation to the first n nodes (for a
total of 3570 testcases). Results are shown in Figure 1, and
clearly highlight that the Jinja template above scales much
better than traditional ASP representations of this problem

5

Conclusion

Composed predicate names are simple and semantically
aligned to common constructs of ASP. Arguments in composed predicate names that have a clear range can be easily processed by means of Jinja templates, and in some
cases this is sufficient to eliminate the grounding bottleneck. We suggest to use Jinja templates in those cases, and
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